A novel triaxial apparatus employing overlapping rigid boundaries has been designed and constructed for experimental measurement of contact forces under confined compression of single granules in the mm-scale. The performance of the apparatus was evaluated by performing uniaxial and triaxial compression experiments on ideal elastic-plastic materials.
Introduction
Compression of granular materials is a central process within several industries, including metallurgy, pharmaceutics and ceramics [1, 2] . To fully understand the factors influencing the performance of this process, it is necessary to assess the process characteristics on all levels, including the particle, powder and compact scales and the principles that connect them. Our main focus here is to study the mechanical behaviour at the particle level, by sorting out and experimentally study the behaviour of single particles under confined conditions by triaxial compression using a novel device designed for this purpose.
There is a multitude of devices available for the experimental characterisation of the mechanical response of single particles. An example is the classical indentation equipment where characterisation of the material and its behaviour under mechanical loading is performed by pressing a small indenter into the particle surface [3] . On a larger scale, the mechanical response of single particles is commonly assessed by using a texture analyser to uniaxially compress the particle of interest [4] . On a small scale, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a common method for measuring mechanical characteristics, either employing a cantilever with a microfabricated tip running over the sample or by using the colloidal probe technique [5] .
Several micromechanical contact force relationships have been developed using the single particle approach. The classical Hertz solution [6] as well as extensions to this (see for instance Thornton et al [7] and references therein) concerning the elastic contact between spheres is one example. Another example is the similarity solution suggested by Storåkers et al. [8] for plastic deformation from particle-particle contacts.
However, it has been known for long (see for example the work by Fischmeister and Arzt [9] ) that the forces present in the powder bed in a conventional compaction process cannot be described simply as a sum of contact forces arising from an assembly of independently deforming elastic-plastic particles. The reasons for this are that at high degrees of deformation, the contact surfaces on the particle start to impinge and hence cease to be independent of each other. Mesarovic and Fleck [10] stated that this phenomenon causes the conventional models to become invalid at as low relative densities of the powder bed as about 0.8, whereas powder compaction processes needs to proceed up to relative densities as high as above 0.95 in order to form an end product of the desired quality.
For the mapping of confined single particle compression behaviour, the research has thus far been restrained to modelling by employing finite and discrete element methods (FEM/DEM) and/or by the formulation of analytical solutions. For example, Frenning [11] developed an analytical model for the micromechanical forces upon plastic deformation of particles that was validated using the FEM. Gonzalez and Cuitiño [12] attempted to overcome the restriction of independent contacts by the formulation of an analytical contact model for elastically deforming particles using an extension of the Hertz theory. Harthong et al. [13] [14] [15] have developed a contact model using a combined FEM/DEM analysis including Voronoi tessellations (as introduced to the area by Arzt [16] ) specifically for studying high levels of particle densification under confined conditions. However, despite progress in contact model development, the dominating opinion within the research field still seems to be that new contact models for high degrees of densification are needed.
The challenge is therefore, as described above, to mimic the spatially confined situation to which an individual particle is exposed during a bulk powder compaction process, and thus enable the approximation of forces acting on the particle in such situations, something that is unachievable by compression experiments using conventional material testing equipment. The aim of this work is to set up and validate a novel apparatus that is designed for triaxial compression of single granular particles in the mm-scale. In the longer term, results extracted from the experiments performed with the apparatus will be used for the evaluation of micromechanical contact models as well as the development of new ones. The first step is, however, to investigate the ability of the apparatus to perform the type of compression experiments it is intended for. The paper is organised so that the general principle of compression is explained first, after which the design of the apparatus is presented. Finally, data from simple experiments performed by the apparatus are reported and discussed.
General considerations
The mechanism of compression employed by the apparatus involves overlapping rigid boundaries, following the principle shown in Figure 1 . Upon operation, the boundaries are allowed to simultaneously, yet independently, slide over one another, gradually shrinking the rectangular box that they constitute. This enforces the sample under testing to undergo confined compression, since there is no possibility for the particle to compensate for the imposed contact forces by expanding spatially in any direction. An apparatus employing this mechanism of operation was first developed by Hambly [17] for triaxial compression of soil specimens. The principle has later been adopted for the same purpose by Airey and Wood under the name The Cambridge True Triaxial Apparatus [18] . Ibsen and Praastrup further developed the apparatus, constructing a device referred to as The Danish Rigid Boundary True Triaxial Apparatus [19] . As far as we know, this mechanism has not been employed before for the compression of single granular particles in the mm-scale. For this purpose, somewhat different issues must be considered. On one hand, no drainage is needed, since the samples intended for testing are virtually dry. On the other hand, the samples of interest (and thus the boundaries) are significantly smaller, posing higher demands on precision of the apparatus.
Apparatus design and coordination of movements

Apparatus design overview
The movements needed for the compression procedure are effectuated by three orthogonally In order to obtain the compression procedure of the particle according to Figure 1 , the axial movement of a punch must impose lateral movements of two of the neighbouring punches (directions are defined by the coordinate system in Figure 2 ). This is accomplished by an inner coordination device (further described in section 3.3) that acts as a movement conveyor for the punches.
To enable the required lateral punch movements and to reduce frictional resistance, the actuators and aluminium cylinders connected to the Y 1 , Z 1 , X 2 and Y 2 punches are mounted to the outer metal frame via ball bearing rails (LLTHC 15 U-T1 P3, SKF Sverige AB, Gothenburg, Sweden).
Punch assembly
Each of the linear actuators (X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 ) is assembled with components as shown in Figure 3 . X 2 and Y 2 are designed in the same manner as the actuator punches, but utilise rigid metal cylinders instead of actuators as attachments. Also, the distance between the flanges on the bronze pieces is 9 mm on these punches, thus allowing 3 mm of axial sliding (see section 3.3). Z 2 is not connected to the inner coordination device and is, therefore, assembled without bronze piece, but otherwise shares the same design as X 2 and Y 2 .
Axial movement and spatial coordination
The inner coordination device shown in Figure 4 is designed to coordinate the punches spatially, both when in original positions and during movement. The coordination device consists of a metal piece that has been machined by milling of five rectangular openings. Five of the six punches are mounted through sliding a bronze piece into each one of these (see Figure 4) . The position of the Z 2 punch is at the bottom opening of the coordination device. It is not indicated in the figure, since it is unaffected by the coordination device. The cut opening at the front of the coordination device between the X 2 and the Y 2 positions is machined to allow for loading of the sample.
Any actuator movement along the ⃗ or ⃗ axis is conveyed to the entire coordination device, which slides over the bronze piece mounted to the opposing punch, thus bringing the boundaries towards each other, as can be seen in Figure 5 . Along the ⃗ axis, only Z 1 is attached to the coordination device, as mentioned earlier, and Z 1 hence follows the same mechanism of movement as X 1 and Y 1 . Z 2 is completely fixed to the outer frame and is thus not affected by any movements of the other punches. A summary of how the axial movement of a punch is conveyed to the other punches is provided in Table 1 .
Apparatus performance testing
Materials
The ability of the apparatus to compress materials under confined conditions and to accurately measure the mechanical response was tested using nominally spherical cellulose acetate (CA) and lead samples. These are known to be approximately ideal elastic-plastic materials and are therefore suitable for probing mechanical deformation. In order to be able to compensate for inherent (elastic) system deformations when compressing materials, uniaxial and triaxial system deformation probing was performed. The deformation was calculated from triaxial experiments with nominally inert (in terms of mechanical deformation at the applied amounts of stress) copper cubes and from uniaxial punch-to-punch experiments.
Spherical CA particles with a diameter of 2.0 mm were purchased from Engineering Laboratories Inc. (Oakland, NJ, USA) . Nominally spherical lead particles ("Gyttorp Lead Max") with a diameter of 2.0 mm were obtained from Gyttorp (Ingelstad, Sweden). Copper cubes with the side length 1.8 mm were manufactured by Ångströmverkstad (Uppsala, Sweden).
Punch interference assessment
All of the punches were aligned in positions 2 mm from punch-to-punch contact without any sample loaded into the device. From this position, all axially mobile punches were set to move 0.8 mm inwards, all at the same rate. The experiment was repeated 10 times.
Analysis of inherent system deformations
Uniaxial probing
One of the opposing pairs of punches was arranged at punch-to-punch contact, from which the axially mobile punch was set to move 0.08 mm inwards. The two remaining pairs of punches were held in constant positions where they did not interfere with the moving punches. This experiment was repeated 10 times for each opposing pair of punches.
Triaxial probing
A copper cube was loaded into the device, after which all of the punches were moved inwards manually until they registered a similar contact force value (about 20 N) on all load cells.
From there, the axially mobile punches were set to move 0.08 mm inwards at the same rate.
The experiment was repeated 10 times.
Particle compression experiments
Uniaxial particle compression
CA and lead particles were loaded into the apparatus, one at a time, after which one of the axially mobile punches was set to move inwards at a rate of 10 μm/s pressing the particle against the opposing punch. The remaining punches were drawn aside and held in positions where they did not interfere with the moving punches or the particle. This experiment was repeated 10 times for each particle type and each opposing pair of punches.
Triaxial particle compression
CA and lead particles were loaded, one at a time, into the apparatus so that the particle and the punches precisely made contact. From there, all of the axially mobile punches were set to move simultaneously inwards at a rate of 10 μm/s. This experiment was repeated 10 times for each particle type.
Comparison with contact models
A FEM model developed and described by Frenning [11] for confined compression of single particles was used for comparison with the experimental results from the compression of CA particles. For this simulation, parameters corresponding to spherical particles with a diameter of 2 mm were used. According to literature [20] , the yield strength ( ) was set to 37 MPa and the elastic modulus ( ) to 20 GPa. A Poisson ratio (ν) of 0.3 was used. No simulations were performed for the lead particles, since their less ideal shape would render a comparison between experiments and simulations inconclusive.
The experimental results for both the particle types were also compared with the theoretical fully plastic Abbott-Firestone (AF) contact model (described in detail by Jackson and Green [21] ). This model assumes that the normal contact force between a (hemi)sphere and a rigid flat surface can be described as a linear function of the material hardness (assumed to be constant), the initial radius of the sphere and the degree of compression of the sphere at any given instance:
Here, is the contact force, is the hardness, is the initial radius and is the particle overlap. The hardness has in turn been shown to be accurately described as a multiple of the yield strength of the material. Jackson and Green described the hardness as:
where is the yield strength of the material. For lead and CA, the yield strength values used were 20 MPa (from [22] ) and 37 MPa (from [20] ), respectively.
Results and discussion
In all of the results presented here, only the load cells mounted to the X 2 , Y 2 and Z 2 punches were accounted for, whereas the load cells on the actuators were only used as references during the experiments.
Punch interference assessment
As can be seen from the experimental data in Figure 6 , no interferences from the system were observed on the X 2 and Y 2 load cells, whereas some stray forces (around 10 N at maximum) were registered by Z 2 . Since these forces are relatively small and uniform, the discrepancy from actual forces will be practically negligible and the registered forces during particle compression experiments will therefore be considered as accurate.
Theoretical inherent system deformation
Uniaxial
Typical curves from the uniaxial system deformation probing are shown in Figure 7 . The curves can all be considered as linear (R 2 ≥0.9995), but with somewhat different slopes. The deformation per force unit registered by X 2 and Y 2 can be regarded as similar (0.397 ± 0.002 μm/N and 0.386 ± 0.016 μm/N, respectively) whereas Z 2 (0.262 ± 0.004 μm/N) showed a smaller deformation per force unit than the others. These discrepancies can be explained by considering that the deformation may be caused not solely by the punches. There is, for example, complex force transmission via the inner coordination device as well as gravitational forces and leverage from the actuators and deformations in the outer frame.
Triaxial
The triaxial system deformation probing showed similar curves for all the punches at small deformations, whereas some deviations from the initial linearity were observed at larger deformations (R 2 ≥0.9957). However, these discrepancies tended to undulate around an average, and a value of 0.363 (± 0.065) μm/N, corresponding to a mean from the all of the triaxial system deformation probing experiments, was hence used to compensate for system deformations in the triaxial compression experiments throughout the study.
It can be noted from the typical probing curves in Figure 8 that the Z 2 curve clearly does not show the same extent of deviation from the X 2 and Y 2 curves as in the uniaxial case. Hence, the mechanism with which forces distribute throughout the system is different when all of the punches are involved in the compression instead of only one opposing pair of punches. The uniform distribution of forces in the triaxial case is rather expected for a symmetric system such as the one constructed here, and hence lends support to the hypothesis of complex force transmission paths when compressing uniaxially, as presented in section 5.2.1.
Apparatus performance under triaxial compression
Typical compression curves from triaxial experiments as well as curves presenting average values and standard deviations on CA and lead are shown in Figures 9a and 9b . It can be noted that all of the load cells registered similar curve shapes and approximately the same contact force value at the corresponding strain level during a run for both the materials, which also should be the case if the apparatus operates correctly.
From run to run, the curves from compression of CA particles (Figure 9c) showed high uniformity and hence a high degree of reproducibility. The contact forces registered from compression of lead particles, on the other hand, showed fluctuations between runs, as seen in Figure 9d . Even though a strict increase of average stress with strain was observed up to an engineering strain ε = 0.2 for the lead particles, the uncertainties observed cannot be neglected. However, these fluctuations could be explained by the fact that the CA particles are engineered to be perfectly spherical and monosized, whereas the lead particles are made with the ambition only to be nominally spherical and with less precision in particle diameter. These shape-variations also caused the load cells at the different punches (which ones differed from run to run) to register the first contact with the lead sample at different levels of strain, which was not the case for the CA particles.
Due to the existence (or the arising) of gaps between the punch boundaries during compression, the particles had a tendency to extend outside the rectangular cavity at a certain point during the compression and hence depart from the confined conditions. This can be seen at ε = 0.22 for the lead particles, where the compression curve start to bend downwards. The same tendency was also observed for CA at higher strain levels (not shown in the figure) . This behaviour is not desired, but does on the other hand occur at strain levels where all the data of interest already has been collected and thus does not influence the results to a significant extent.
The ability of the apparatus to compress under confined conditions
The triaxial and uniaxial compression curves for both of the materials tended to follow the same trend up to a certain degree of strain (about 0.1), as can be seen in Figure 10 . From that point, the triaxial compression curve showed a significantly steeper slope than the uniaxial curve. As mentioned earlier, this phenomenon is associated with the plastic incompressibility and contact impingement related to confined conditions. considering these results it seems reasonable to claim that confined compression has been performed using the apparatus, when compressing triaxially.
The Abbott-Firestone model showed resemblance with the linear regions of the experimental results from uniaxial compression of lead particles. The different offset in contact force for the AF model and the experimental results for lead can be explained by the non-spherical particle shape as well as the viscoelastic behaviour commonly observed when compressing lead [22] . In the case of uniaxial CA particle compression, the AF model showed a satisfactory agreement both with experimental results and the simulation curves for small strains. However, discrepancies were evident for strains exceeding about 10 %. The reason for this could be that the AF model describes the contact force from a single contact between a hemisphere and a rigid flat surface. However, under uniaxial particle compression, there are two such contacts acting on the same particle. Even though these contacts do not impinge, the propagation of plastic deformation tend to lead to coalescence of plastically deformed zones at higher strains (see for example [11] ), thus affecting the contact forces. Compared to the triaxial curves, the AF model assumes full plasticity and contact independence and hence becomes invalid in modelling triaxial compression at strain levels where contact impingement becomes significant, which also can be seen in Figure 10 .
Conclusions
An apparatus for testing of single particles in the mm-scale under confined conditions has been constructed and tested for ideal materials with satisfying results. This opens up an array of possibilities for future testing of materials on the single particle level. One may for example perform experiments involving particles of different compositions, shapes and porosities, as well as experiments imposing different stress levels along the radial and axial directions. Our main interests are within the area of pharmaceutical powders. However, as shown in this work, nothing precludes testing of other materials.
There are still improvements to be made in order to optimise the performance of the apparatus. The original idea was to construct the apparatus without the inner coordination device, since the punches were thought to be arrangeable in space in such a way that they could constitute the inner rectangular box without any spatial guidance at the boundary level.
As we have seen, this would not be possible, since the configuration was difficult to establish and maintain even with the coordination device present. A more precise inner guiding could possibly reduce imperfections such as stray forces as well as gaps between the punches appearing upon compression.
Figure 1 -
The mechanism of operation of the rigid boundary triaxial apparatus. Six partially overlapping rigid boundaries form an initially cubic cavity (a) into which a particle is placed (b). During operation, the boundaries are allowed to slide past each other (c), eventually compressing the particle into a rectangular shape (d). 
